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formance of SURF compared to three related approaches. Simulation results confirm
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(in terms of less primary radio interference) and for highest dissemination reachability
in multi-hop cognitive radio networks.
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SURF: Une stratégie distribuée de sélection des canaux
pour la diffusion de données dans les réseaux radio

cognitifs multi-sauts

Résumé : Dans ce papier, nous proposons une stratégie de sélection defréquences
intelligente et distribuée pour une diffusion de donnée en réseau radio cognitif multi-
sauts. Notre stratégie, SURF, classe les fréquences disponibles et les utilises efficace-
ment pour augmenter la fiabilité de diffusion des données dans les réseaux radio cog-
nitif multi-sauts. Le classement est fait sur la base d’inoccupation de radio primaire et
du nombre de voisins radio cognitifs utilisant les canaux. Grâce à de vastes simulations
NS-2, on étudie la performance de SURF comparée aux trois approches liées. Les ré-
sultats de simulation confirment que notre approche est efficace dans la sélection des
meilleurs cannaux pour des communication efficaces (en termes des diminution inter-
férences sur la radio primaire) et pour plus d’accessibilité de diffusion dans les réseaux
la radio cognitifs multi-sauts.

Mots-clés : Réseaux radio cognitifs multi-sauts, sélection dynamiquede fréquence,
dissémination de données.
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1 Introduction

Data dissemination is commonly defined as the spreading of information to multiple
destinations through broadcasting. The main objective is to reach the maximum num-
ber of neighbors with every sent packet. In this communication scheme, no routing
is required thus neither routing tables nor end-to-end paths are maintained. Among
different applications where data dissemination can be useful, we focus in this work
on networking scenarios where providers disseminate non-urgent messages in order to
limit cost and complexity through the network, such as: services, updates (e.g., new
code to re-task a provided service), or any kind of publicitymessage. However, guar-
anteeing reliability of data dissemination in wireless networks is a challenging task.
Indeed, the characteristics and problems intrinsic to the wireless links add several is-
sues in the shape of message losses, collisions, and broadcast storm problem, just to
name a few.

In this paper, we focus on data dissemination in ad hoc cognitive radio networks.
Cognitive radio networks are composed of cognitive radio devices. The concept of cog-
nitive radio was introduced in the seminal paper by J. Mitola[1]. The motivation be-
hind cognitive radio was threefold: (1) availability of limited spectrum, (2) fixed spec-
trum assignment policy, and (3) inefficiency in spectrum usage. Therefore, cognitive
radio networks are designed to opportunistically exploit the underutilized spectrum.
Moreover, the regulatory bodies, such as, the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) [2] also promoted the idea of using the cognitive radiodevices to address the
spectrum shortage problem. In this regard, the FCC has designed an interference-free
opportunistic spectrum access policy [2]. According to theFCC’s policy [2], channels
are only allowed to be used by Cognitive Radio (CR) nodes if they areidle i.e., not
utilized by the Primary Radio (PR) nodes and CR nodes should avoid causing harmful
interference to PR nodes. In fact, PR nodes are the legacy users and they have higher
priority to use the licensed band. CR nodes can take advantage of idle channels to
disseminate non-urgent and publicity messages with low cost and complexity.

Particularly in the context of Cognitive Radio Wireless Networks (CRN) [3], where
channels for transmission are opportunistically selected, reliability is difficult to achieve.
This is due to the inherent features of such networks. First,in addition to the already
known issues of wireless environments, the diversity in thenumber of channels that
each cognitive node can use adds another challenge by limiting node’s accessibility to
its neighbors. Second, Cognitive Radio (CR) nodes have to compete with the Primary
Radio (PR) nodes for the residual resources on channels and use them opportunistically.
Besides, CR nodes should communicate in a way that does not disturb the reception
quality of PR nodes by limiting CR-to-PR interference [4].

In multi-hop cognitive radio ad-hoc networks, where coordination between CRs is
hard to achieve and no central entity for regulating the access over channels is present,
reliable data dissemination is even more complex. In this perspective, the important
step in having efficient data dissemination is to knowhow to select best channels. In
fact, channel selection plays a vital role in reliable data dissemination. If CR nodes
select the channels randomly, there are very less chances that the neighbor receivers
also select the same channel. Consequently, the random selection of channels severely
degrades the data dissemination reachability. Furthermore, when CR nodes randomly
select the channel for transmission, it may be possible thata PR transmission is going
on and subsequently, the CR transmission causes harmful interference to the PR nodes.

A lot of works have been carried out for dynamic channel management in cognitive
radio networks [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]. Theseapproaches focus on single-
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4 Mubashir & Aline & Hicham & Serge

hop cognitive radio networks [5,6,10,14] and either requires the presence of any central
entity [11, 16] or the coordination with primary radio nodesin their channel selection
decision [14, 16]. Moreover, these aforementioned channelselection strategies are not
specifically designed for data dissemination, e.g., [5] consider the traffic demands of
Access Points, [16] discuss throughput maximization, [11]discuss load balancing, just
to name a few.

A more related to our approach is Selective Broadcasting (SB) [17]. Selective
broadcasting is proposed for multi-hop cognitive radio networks, in which nodes se-
lect a minimum set of channels i.e. Essential Channel Set (ECS) to cover all its ge-
ographic neighbors. There are however, several challengesin the practicality of SB.
From the communication perspective, simultaneous transmission over an ECS requires
more than one transceiver, resulting in bigger and more complex devices, as for military
applications [18]. Furthermore, transmissions over a set of channels without consid-
ering the PR activity may increase the probability of interference with primary radio
nodes. Since, no centralized entity is present to synchronize nodes in their channel
selection decision, selecting an inappropriate channel for overhearing from the ECS
channel set by the neighboring nodes may lead to packet losses. Therefore, a new
channel selection strategy is required which works well with single transceiver, cause
less harmful interference to PR nodes and try to maximize thechances that the mes-
sage is delivered to the neighboring cognitive radio receivers, thus increasing the data
dissemination reachability.

Thus, differently from works in the literature, we go a step further here and build
up a channel selection strategy, SURF, for data dissemination in multi-hop cognitive
radio networks. In SURF, the objective of every cognitive radio node is to select the
best channel ensuring a maximum connectivity and consequently, allowing the largest
data dissemination reachability in the network. This corresponds to the use of channels
having low primary radio nodes (PRs) activities, as well as having higher number of
CR neighbors.

In SURF, the classification of channels is done on the basis ofprimary radio unoc-
cupancy and the number of cognitive radio neighbors using the channels. Another main
challenge we deal with in this paper reside in making efficient and reliable channel se-
lection decisions on-the-fly and in recovering from bad channel selection decisions. To
deal with this challenge, we introduce the mechanism of recovery from bad channel
selection decision. In this mechanism, SURF keeps track of previous wrong chan-
nel state estimation and accordingly adapts future channelselection decision. Usually
channel selection strategies provide a way to nodes to select channels for transmission.
Besides, SURF endues CR nodes to select best channels also for overhearing. This will
help to tune both sender and receiver with high probability to the same channel. As a
consequence, SURF may have high number of neighbors on the selected channel. In
addition to that, SURF protects the PR nodes by considering the PR unoccupancy in
channel selection decision, for effective and reliable data dissemination.

We analyze the performance of SURF through extensive NS-2 simulations. We
use the Cognitive Radio Cognitive Network (CRCN) patch [19]of Network Simulator
NS-2 [20]. The CRCN patch of NS-2 does not support the activity of the PR nodes.
Thus, we enhance the CRCN patch of NS-2 to include the PR activity model. We com-
pare SURF with Random (RD), Highest Degree (HD) and Selective Broadcasting (SB)
approach [17]. In order to evaluate SURF, we use five metrics:(1) harmful interfer-
ence ratio, which we choose to characterize the probable interference caused by CR
transmissions to PR nodes; (2) average delivery ratio and (3) ratio of accumulative CR
receivers, both for evaluating the reliability of data dissemination; (4) ratio of effective
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neighbors and (5) ratio of accumulative effective neighbors, both of them are chosen to
characterize the tuning of sender/receiver nodes. We comprehensively analyze SURF
by varying node density, number of retries, packet drop reasons, etc. Simulation re-
sults confirm that SURF protects the PR nodes during transmission compared to RD,
HD and SB approaches. SURF is also able to achieve the averagedelivery ratio of
40% − 50%, compared to0% in RD, 1% for SB and2% for HD approaches. The
results of effective neighbors and accumulative effectiveneighbors show that SURF is
able to well tune the sending/receiving CR nodes and thus, able to create with high
probability, a connected topology. Besides these advantages, the simplicity and decen-
tralized nature of SURF makes it usable in ad-hoc CRNs deployed to convey services,
updates, or any kind of publicity message.

The major contributions of this paper are summarized in the following:

• We design SURF, an intelligent and distributed channel selection strategy for
data dissemination in multi-hop cognitive radio networks.SURF is also equipped
with the mechanism of recovery from bad channel selection decision.

• We enhances the Network Simulator NS-2 to include the PR activity model.

• We validate SURF though different metrics and compare withRD, HD, and SB.

• We provide a detailed literature review on channel selection strategies in cogni-
tive radio networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss challenges of data
dissemination in Section 2. Then we discuss system model andassumptions in Sec-
tion 3. We give general overview of SURF in Section 4. Section5 and 6 deal with
detailed description of SURF. Performance analysis is donein section 7. Section 8
discusses related work and finally, section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Challenges of Data Dissemination in Cognitive Radio

Networks

Data dissemination is a classical and a fundamental function in any kind of network. In
wireless networks, the characteristics and problems intrinsic to the wireless links bring
several challenges in data dissemination in the shape of message losses, collisions, and
broadcast storm problem, just to name a few. However, data dissemination is extremely
challenging issue in cognitive radio networks due to its intrinsic properties, such as:

• the availability of multiple-channels i.e., CR nodes havemore than one channel
in the available channel set. More specifically, the id’s of the channels in the
available channel set of sender and receiver are same.

• the diversity in the number of available channels i.e., CR have more than one
channel in the available channel set. But, the id’s of the channels in the available
channel set of sender and receivers are different.

• the primary radio activity i.e., channels are occupied by the PR nodes and are
only available to CR nodes for transmission when they areidle. In fact, the
spatiotemporal utilization of spectrum by PR nodes (i.e. primary radio nodes’
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6 Mubashir & Aline & Hicham & Serge

activity) adds another dimension of complexity to data dissemination. As a con-
sequence, the number of available channels to CR nodes changes with time and
location and this leads to the diversity in the number of available channel set.
Because of PR’s activity, the usability of the channels by CRnodes becomes
uncertain.

Moreover, without any centralized entity, as in the case of multi-hop ad hoc cog-
nitive radio network, data dissemination is even more challenging because CR nodes
have to rely on locally inferred information for their channel selection decision. If a
channel selection is done in an intelligent way, higher datadissemination reachability
can be achieved. Furthermore, the consideration of PR activity during channel selec-
tion can enhance the effectiveness of data dissemination reachability and can reduce
the harmful interference to PR nodes by CR transmissions.

We mention some key required characteristics of any channelselection strategy for
data dissemination in cognitive radio networks:

1. Efficient message delivery: A good channel selection strategy is the one that
increases the probability of higher message delivery in multi-hop context.

2. Primary radio constraints: The channel selection strategy should ensure that the
transmission on the selected channel does not create harmful interference to pri-
mary radio nodes.

3. Autonomous decision by CR nodes: It means that the channelselection strat-
egy should work well without any centralized authority and channel selection
decision should be based on locally inferred information.

4. Sender/Receiver tuning: The channel selection strategyshould guarantee that the
CR transmitter and receiver select the same channel with high probability.

3 System Model and Assumptions

In this section, we present the system model considered and the basic assumptions
related to our proposal.

3.1 Network Model

We consider a Cognitive Radio Ad-Hoc Network [21]. In this type of network set-
ting, we assume that no centralized network entity is available. Instead, we consider
a networking environment where network operations (e.g., spectrum sensing, channel
selection decision etc) are performed by the CR nodes themselves. The network is
composed of a set of Primary Radio (PR) nodes and a set of Cognitive Radio (CR)
nodes. Primary radio nodes are the licensed users and they can access their respective
licensed bands without any restriction. Indeed, PR nodes have the highest priority to
access the channels and should not be interrupted by the CR nodes [4].

In order to be able to communicate in a CRN, CR nodes must create a multi-hop
network by using the licensed bands. The use of licensed bands by cognitive radio
nodes are however, only possible when the bands areidle, i.e. unoccupied by the PR
nodes. Note that anidle state describes the temporal availability of a channel. In some
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cases, it can happen that a CR node starts a transmission at the same time when PR
becomes active. Since, we consider that CR transmissions should not generate harmful
interference at PR receivers [22], CRs will cancel their transmissions.

We further assume that CR nodes are equipped with a single transceiver. This
transceiver can either receive or transmit on a single channel at a time. The utiliza-
tion of single transceiver reduces the operational cost of the CR device [23], as well as
avoids potential interference between co-located transceivers due to their close prox-
imity [24]. We consider the set of total frequency channelsC.

3.2 Spectrum Sensing by Cognitive Radio Nodes

In cognitive radio ad-hoc networks, cognitive radio nodes are assumed to work in stand
alone fashion and make decisions based on locally inferred information. As a conse-
quence, each CR node has to perform spectrum sensing to detect the presence of the
PR signal. We assume that the spectrum sensing is periodically performed by every
CR node. We further assume that the detection of the PR signalis the responsibility of
the spectrum sensing block [25]. In this case, SURF will workon the list of available
channels resulted from the spectrum sensing.

3.3 Primary Radio Activity or Wireless Channel Model

The performance of cognitive radio network is closely related to the primary radio
activity over the channels. Therefore, the estimation of primary radio activity plays
a vital role in channel selection decision. We assume that the primary radio activity
or wireless channel can be modelled as continuous-time, alternating ON/OFF Markov
Renewal Process (MRP) [26, 27, 28] (cf. Section 5 for more details). Note that such
an ON/OFF PR activity model captures the time period in whichthe channel can be
utilized by CRs without causing any harmful interference toPR nodes [29].

3.4 Exchange of Hello Packets

[30] could be used to help the neighbor discovery process andit uses a Common
Control Channel (CCC) mechanism. In this CCC mechanism, CR nodes locally make
clusters and the control channel from the ISM band is dynamically allocated within
each cluster. The reason behind locally making clusters by CR nodes is due to the
global unavailability of control channel. In [30], first theneighbor discovery is per-
formed. The neighbor discovery consists of three phases: (1) each CR determines the
set of idle channels, (2) a universal time schedule for channel access is followed, and
(3) using this universal time schedule, CRs can discover their neighbors. In the second
step, clustering is performed based on the set of idle channels that are common to all
cluster members. The control channel from a given cluster isselected from this set.
In this manner, the goal of increasing the availability of common idle channel in each
cluster is achieved by grouping CRs with similar spectrum opportunities.

We assume the availability of aout-of-band Common Control Channel (CCC) [21]
for neighbor discovery. Due to the time variability of PR activity on the licensed band,
control channel is selected from the unlicensed ISM band. The reason behind selecting
a dedicated spectrum band for CCC is to minimize the CCC disruptions caused by PR
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8 Mubashir & Aline & Hicham & Serge

activity. It is worth noting that the cost of switching between data channels and control
channel is non-negligible because of the availability of a single transceiver.

4 Channel Selection Strategy SURF

The SURF channel selection strategy is specifically designed for ad-hoc cognitive radio
networks. The general goal of SURF is to increase reliability in data dissemination over
a multi-hop ad hoc CRN. Note that SURF is a packet-based channel selection scheme
for data dissemination and not a routing algorithm. Therefore, neither the routing tables
nor the end-to-end paths are maintained by the CR nodes. CR nodes, upon each packet
reception, select the best channel, and broadcast the packet.

With SURF, every CR node autonomously classifies available channels based on
the observed PR-unoccupancy over these channels. This classification is then refined
by identifying the number of CRs over each band. The best channel for transmission
is the channel that has the higher PR unoccupancy and a highernumber of CR neigh-
bors. Indeed, choosing a channel with few CRs may yields to a disconnected network.
Every CR after classifying available channels, switches dynamically to the best one
and broadcasts the stored message. Moreover, SURF also tries to learn with previous
wrong channel state estimation. This learning process allows better tuning the future
estimations and helps CR nodes to recover from their bad channel selection decisions.

Additionally, CRs with no messages to transmit implement the SURF strategy in
order to tune to thebest channel for data reception. Using the same strategy imple-
mented by the sender allows receivers in close geographic areas to select with high
probability the same used-to-send channel for overhearing. This will also increase the
number of CR neighbors on the selected channel. This is due tothe fact that, intuitively,
it is likely that CRs in the sender’s vicinity have the same PRunoccupancy, hence chan-
nels available to a CR sender is also available to its neighbors with high probability [8].
Therefore, SURF increases the probability of creating a connected topology. Once a
packet is received, every CR receiver undergoes again the same procedure to choose
the appropriate channel for conveying the message to its neighbor.

Channel’s Weight Calculation Formula SURF strategy classifies channels by as-
signing a weightP (i)

w to each observed channeli in the channel setC. Thus, every
cognitive radio node running SURF, locally computes theP

(i)
w using the following

equation:

∀i ∈ C : P (i)
w = PR(i)

u × CR(i)
o (1)

P
(i)
w describes the weight of a channel(i) and is calculated based on the PR unoc-

cupancy (i.e.PR
(i)
u ) and CR occupancy (i.e.CR

(i)
o ) over channeli (c.f. section 5 and

section 6). Then, the channels are ranked according to theirweights and the best chan-
nel (i.e., the one providing highestP

(i)
w ) will be used. Note that when the channel has

high weight but at timet it is occupied, SURF reacts (i) by not transmitting the packet
on the best weighted channel and (ii) by selecting the next best weighted channel for
packet transmission/overhearing. Also note that when all the channels are occupied, no
message is sent.

The increase of weight is related to the two objectives the SURF strategy needs
to satisfy. The major objective of protecting the ongoing PRactivity is mapped as a
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SURF: A Distributed Channel Selection Strategy 9

function of PR unoccupancy. The higher the probability of PRs being in OFF state,
i.e. PR

(i)
u , the higher the weight will be. Thus, SURF gives high importance to not

degrading the service of ongoing primary communications. The second objective of
increasing connectivity is implemented in the second term of Eq.1. More precisely, the
weight increases with the number of CR neighbors i.e.CR

(i)
o . In the following, we

discuss in detail how the primary radio unoccupancy and cognitive radio occupancy
could be estimated.

5 Primary Radio Unoccupancy

The primary radio activity, i.e. presence or absence of the PR signal, can be modelled
as continuous-time, alternating ON/OFF Markov Renewal Process (MRP) [26,27,28].
This PR activity model has been used very widely in the literature [26,27,28,31,32,33,
34, 35]. The ON/OFF PR activity model approximates the spectrum usage pattern of
public safety bands [34, 36]. The public safety band is designated for commercial and
public safety uses [37]. The authors in [38] approximate andvalidate the PR ON/OFF
activity model for the presence of the PR signal in IEEE 802.11b. The ON/OFF PR
activity model is also the most famous model for voice [39]. An important feature of
this ON/OFF PR activity model is that it captures the time period in which the channel
can be utilized by CRs without causing any harmful interference to PR nodes [29].
Fig. 1 illustrates the wireless channel model. The ON i.e. busy state indicates that the
channel is currently occupied by the PR node, while the OFF i.e. idle state indicates
that the channel is currently unoccupied by PR node.

ON OFF

ON

OFF

Zi ( t )

B inary  Sequence  => 0     1      0       0      0      1     1      0

T ime

T TOFF ON

probabi l i ty  =  1

probabi l i ty  =  1

Figure 1: Wireless channel model: Alternating Markov Renewal Process for PR activ-

ity.

The duration of ON and OFF states of channeli are denoted asT i
ON andT i

OFF ,
respectively. The renewal period of a channel occurs when one consecutive ON and
OFF period is completed. LetZi(t) denote the renewal period of channeli at timet,
such thatZi(t) = T i

OFF + T i
ON [26,28,29,40].
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10 Mubashir & Aline & Hicham & Serge

Both ON and OFF periods are assumed to be independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.). Since each PR user arrival is independent, each transition follows the
Poisson arrival process. In [26, 40], the authors proved that when each PR arrival fol-
lows the Poisson arrival process, the length of ON and OFF periods are exponentially
distributed. In this paper, we use the formulation of [26,28,29,40] that the channels ON
and OFF periods are both exponentially distributed with p.d.f. fX(t) = λX × e−λXt

for ON state andfY (t) = λY × e−λY t for OFF state.
The duration of time in which channeli is in ON state i.e.channel utilization ui is

given as [29] :

ui =
E[T i

ON ]

E[T i
ON ] + E[T i

OFF ]
=

λY

λX + λY

(2)

whereE[T i
ON ] =

1

λX

andE[T i
OFF ] =

1

λY

. λX andλY are the rate parameter for

exponential distribution.E[T i
ON ] andE[T i

ON ] is the mean of exponential distribution.
Let PON (t) be the probability of channeli in ON state at timet andPOFF (t) be the
probability of channeli in OFF state at timet. The probabilitiesPON (t) andPOFF (t)
can be calculated as:

PON (t) =
λY

λX + λY

−
λY

λX + λY

e−(λX+λY )t (3)

POFF (t) =
λX

λX + λY

+
λY

λX + λY

e−(λX+λY )t (4)

Thus, by adding Eq.3 and Eq.4, we get

PON (t) + POFF (t) = 1 (5)

Since our goal is to select the channel that will be unoccupied at timet, from
hereafter we will only considerPOFF (t). Each CR node locally computes these prob-
abilities. The values ofλX andλY can be easily measured by CR nodes by collecting
the historical samples of channel state transitions, as in [29]. In this paper, we are using
the values measured by authors in [29] (cf. Table 2).

The best channel at timet is the one that hasvery high probability of being in OFF
state. It may be possible that the probabilistically estimated next channel state mis-
match with the current state of the channel, referred hereafter as wrong channel state
estimation. This further leads to bad channel selection decision and cause harmful in-
terference to PR nodes. Note that CR nodes keep the history ofestimated and measured
states of the channel. Next, we detail how the learning of previous wrong estimation
can help to tune future estimations.

5.1 Recovery from Bad Channel Selection Decisions

Another challenge we deal with in this paper reside in makingefficient and reliable
channel selection decisions on-the-fly and in recovering from bad channel selection de-
cisions. Clearly, keeping track of wrong channel state estimations can help CR nodes to
recover from their bad channel selection decisions, which ultimately enhance the relia-
bility and the performance. Due to thememoryless property of the markov exponential
model, there is a large degree of randomness and this result in imperfect prediction of
channel state [34]. To deal with thismemoryless property of the markov exponential
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SURF: A Distributed Channel Selection Strategy 11

model, CR nodes always keep calculating the next state of thechannel,POFF (t), with
Equation 4. In parallel, CR nodes calculatesP ∗

OFF (t) which considers the current state
of the channel and wrong channel state estimations.

To achieve this goal, nodes maintain the history of estimated channel states and the
observed current state of the channels. CR nodes then compute which estimations were
wrong and keep them in history. This history is then used to calculate the probabilities
PUM andPSM . PUM is defined as the probability that the estimated channel state
mis-matches with the actual channel state. Each CR node usesPUM , while calculating
the next channel state (cf. Fig. 2). Conversely, the probability of successfully matched
statePSM is defined as the probability that the estimated channel state matches with
the current channel state. More precisely, the accuracy of the recovery mechanism of
SURF depends upon the estimated state of the channel (cf. probability value given by
Eq. (4)) and the measured current state of the channel. Table. 1 provides the possible
combinations between the values of estimated state and current state of the channel.

The probabilityPSM is expressed as:

P
(i)
SM =

xt

N
, (6)

wherext is the number of times the estimated channel state matches with the actual
channel state, andN is the total number of times the estimation occurs, and

The probabilityPUM is expressed as:

P
(i)
UM =

xnt

N
, (7)

wherexnt is the number of times the estimated channel state does not match with
the actual channel state i.e. how often the channel states estimation was erroneous, and
N is the total number of times the estimation occurs. In fact, thePUM measures two
different types of channel states cases (cf. Table 1). The first one is the case when
estimated channel state is OFF and the measured channel state is ON and the second
one is the case when the estimated channel state is ON the measured channel state is
OFF. Thus, we further decomposedPUM into PMD andPFA as:

P
(i)
UM =

xnt

N
= PMD

(i) + PFA
(i), (8)

wherePMD is theProbability of Miss-Detection and occurs when estimated chan-
nel state is OFF and the measured channel state is ON. InPMD, CR node declares
the busy channel as unoccupied. This will lead to harmful interference with PR nodes.
While, PFA is theProbability of False-Alarm and occurs when the estimated channel
state is ON and the measured channel state is OFF. InPFA, CR node declares that the
unoccupied channel is busy. This will lead to refrain CR nodefrom transmitting and
thus, loose spectrum opportunity.PFA andPMD are measured by every CR node on
per channel basis. In fact, CR node estimates the state of thechannel and this estimated
state is compared with the actual state of the channel. If theestimated state of the chan-
nel is ON and the measured channel state is OFF, CR node increase thePFA counter,
else if the estimated state of the channel is OFF and the measured state of the channel
is ON, CR node increase thePMD counter. Both thePFA andPMD counters are then
divided by the total number of times the estimation occurs. In this manner, each CR
node maintains the history ofPFA andPMD.
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Figure 2: Flow chart showing the corrective measure taken bythe CR nodes in the case

of detection of unsuccessfully matched channel states i.e.PUM .

Table 1: Estimated and Current States of the Channel.

Event Estimated State Current State

PSM ON ON

OFF OFF

PUM PMD OFF ON

PF A ON OFF

Consequently, the lower thePUM (t), the more accurate will be the channel state
estimation. Putting things together, we estimateP ∗

OFF (t), which considers the proba-
bility of unsuccessfully matched state during the channel state estimation, as follows:

PR(i)
u = P ∗

OFF (t)(i) = P
(i)
OFF (1 − P

(i)
FA) + P

(i)
MD(1 − P

(i)
OFF ) (9)

In the case of a perfect channel estimation (i.e.,PFA = 0 andPMD = 0 ),P ∗

OFF (t)=POFF (t).
In the presence of channel estimation errors, the probability of channel(i) being in OFF
state is given by Eq. (9).

6 Cognitive Radio Occupancy

CR occupancy reflects the number of CR neighbors using the channel. In fact, a good
channel selection strategy is the one that tune CR nodes to the channel that have higher
number of CR neighbors. Higher number of CR neighbors provides good level of net-
work connectivity and consequently increase the transmission coverage of CR nodes.
The CR occupancyCR

(i)
o of channel(i) is calculated as:

CR(i)
o = CR(i)

n (10)
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SURF: A Distributed Channel Selection Strategy 13

where,CR
(i)
n is the number of CR neighbors using the channel(i).

In order to calculate the CR occupancy, each CR node discovers their neighbors.
Neighbors can be discovered in an efficient way by denominating the Common Control
Channel (CCC), which will ensure the availability of commonidle channel between CR
nodes, and the neighbor discovery mechanism, as in [30]. Theauthors in [30] assumed
that due to the global unavailability of control channel, CRnodes have to locally make
clusters that decrease the overhead in neighbor discovery and make the coordination
between CR nodes easier. After locally making the clusters by CR nodes, the control
channel from the ISM band is dynamically allocated within each cluster. In this man-
ner, the goal of increasing the availability of common idle channel in each cluster is
achieved by grouping CRs with similar spectrum opportunities. Consequently, each
CR node is able to calculate the CR occupancy by knowing the number of CR neigh-
bors using the channel. In addition to neighbor discovery mechanism proposed in [30],
SURF can jointly work with any other neighbor discovery mechanism, such as [41,42].

7 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of SURF through extensive simulations.

7.1 Implementation Setup

We use the Cognitive Radio Cognitive Network (CRCN) patch [19] of NS-2 [20]. The
CRCN patch has three building blocks that supports cognitive radio functionalities in
NS-2 (cf. Fig. 3). These building blocks are the cognitive radio network layer, the
cognitive radio mac layer and the cognitive radio physical layer. The cognitive radio
network layer is responsible for maintaining the neighbor list. It also makes the channel
selection decision on the basis of the information providedby the cognitive radio MAC
layer. The cognitive radio MAC layer supports multiple channels and keeps track of
PR traffic, collision, interference information and it alsomaintains the channel list.
The cognitive radio physical layer has information like transmission power, SINR/SNR
physical model, propagation model etc. The information collected at different layers is
shared through the information sharing layer.

This CRCN patch of NS-2 does not support the activity of the PRnodes. Thus, we
enhance the CRCN patch of NS-2 to include the PR activity model. Fig. 3 shows the
high level design of PR activity model (dotted box) added in NS-2. The PR activity
block is responsible for keeping track of PR activities in each spectrum band (spectrum
utilization) i.e., sequence of ON and OFF periods by PR nodesover the simulation
time. These ON and OFF periods can be modelled as continuous-time, alternating
ON/OFF Markov Renewal Process (MRP) [26], [28]. The ON (busy) state means the
channel is occupied by the PR node. While, the OFF (idle) state means the channel is
unoccupied by the PR node. We consider the channels ON and OFFperiods are both
exponentially distributed, as in [28], [29]. The rate parameterλX andλY (cf. Table 2)
of the exponential distribution is provided as an input in the simulation, which were
measured by authors in [29]. Then, according to this rate parameter, channels follow
the ON and OFF periods.

We consider a simple mac protocol (Maccon.cc), available with the CRCN patch
of NS-2. This mac protocol is a multiple-channel, collisionand contention-based mac
protocol. Note that in the original state, the Maccon.cc macprotocol selects channel
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randomly from the predefined set of channels and the channel selection decision occurs
at the mac layer. We now perform channel selection at the network layer. Thus, we
modify this mac protocol and provide the capability to the network layer to make the
channel selection decision. We further add channel selection strategies RD, HD, SB
and SURF to the network layer, which we describe hereafter. Based upon any particular
channel selection strategy, the network layer takes the channel selection decision. This
channel selection decision is encapsulated in the network layer packet header and it
is passed to the mac layer, which then switch to the channel based on the channel
selection decision provided by the network layer.

In the Maccon.cc mac protocol, there are two channel states:IDLE andBUSY .
These states are dependent on the channel conditions and they have used by the mac
protocol to handle the transmission and reception activities of CR nodes.IDLE means
that the channel is free to use for transmission by the CR nodeandBUSY means that
the channel is occupied by any undergoing CR transmission. In order to deal with the
activities of the PR nodes, we include two more states at mac layer for each channel
i.e.,PR_OCCUPIED andPR_UNOCCUPIED. The statePR_OCCUPIED

means that the channel is occupied by the PR node andPR_UNOCCUPIED means
that the channel is unoccupied by the PR node. These two states of the channel will be
checked each time by the mac protocol while performing transmission or overhearing.

Cognit ive Raio Network Layer

Cognit ive Radio MAC Layer
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Figure 3: High level design of primary radio activity model in NS-2.

7.2 Performance Metrics

We compare SURF with random strategy (RD), highest degree strategy (HD) and se-
lective broadcasting, proposed in [17] with multiple transmissions (SB). We suggested
RD strategy, which is the simplest one and no information is required. In RD, channels
are randomly selected to be used by CR nodes for transmissionand/or overhearing,
without any consideration to the ongoing PR and CR activity over these channels. HD
approach only considers CR activities and is inspired by SB approach. In HD, CR
nodes select the highest CR degree channel for transmissionand overhearing, without
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SURF: A Distributed Channel Selection Strategy 15

any consideration of PR activity. The highest degree channel covers, consequently, the
highest number of neighbors in the available list of channels. In SB, each CR node
calculates a minimum set of channels, Essential Channel Set(ECS), for transmission
that covers all its geographic neighbors, without considering the PR unoccupancy. In
SB, a CR node transmits on multiple channels in round-robin fashion present in the
ECS list, until all neighbors are covered. Note that in [17] nothing is mentioned about
how nodes overhear over the channels. Therefore, we consider nodes select for over-
hearing the highest degree channel from their ECS list only.If more than one option
is available, a random choice for transmission/overhearing is performed among those
channels with the same degree.

Since, our goal is to efficiently disseminate the data, tuning of sender and receiver
nodes to the same channel with high probability, and to protect the PR nodes from
harmful interference, we define five performance metrics:

1. Harmful Interference Ratio (HIR): This metric is defined in order to capture the
notion of collision with PR nodes. HIR is defined as the ratio of the total number
of times the channel is occupied by PR node after the channel selection decision
over total number of times the channel selection decision occurs.

2. Average Delivery Ratio: This metric is defined to effectively measure the data
dissemination process. It is the ratio of packets received by a particular CR node
over total packets sent in the network.

3. Ratio of Accumulative CR Receivers: This metric also evaluates the data dissem-
ination process. It is defined as the average ratio of accumulative CR receivers
per hop over the accumulative effective neighbors per hop. Accumulative CR
receivers per hop are the number of CR receivers per hop that successfully re-
ceived the message, while accumulative effective neighbors per hop are the CR
neighbors that selects the same channel for overhearing as the sender node used
for transmission. Note that by accumulative ratio we mean: at each new hopn,
the receivers and effective neighbors of all previous hopsl < n are summed up
to the ones at hopn.

4. Ratio of Effective Neighbors and Ratio of Accumulative Effective Neighbors:
Ratio of effective neighbors are the number of neighbors that selects the same
channel for overhearing as the sender node used for transmission over the total
number of CR neighbors. While, Ratio of accumulative effective neighbors are
the effective neighbors of all previous hopsl < n are summed up to the ones
at hopn over the total number of CR neighbors of all previous hopsl < n are
summed up to the ones at hopn.

7.3 Simulation Environment

The transmission range of CR nodes is set toR = 250m. The number of CR nodes
is fixed to N=100 and CRs are randomly deployed within a squarearea ofa2 =
700x700m2. Simulations run for 1000 seconds. Total 1000 packets were sent, where
each packet is sent by a randomly selected node after 1 second. All results are obtained
with a confidence interval of 95%.

We consider 5 (Ch = 5) and 10 (Ch = 10) total number of channels, which allows
varying the neighborhood densitydavg between 11.3 (when Ch=5) and 20.1 (when
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Table 2: Wireless channel parameters used in the simulation.

Ch 1 Ch 2 Ch 3 Ch 4 Ch 5 Ch 6 Ch 7 Ch 8 Ch 9 Ch 10

λX 1.25 0.4 1 0.4 0.5 2 1 0.18 0.5 0.67

λY 0.67 2 1 0.33 1 0.29 0.25 2 1.33 0.5

ui 0.35 0.83 0.5 0.45 0.67 0.13 0.2 0.92 0.73 0.43

Table 3: Number of retries and probability values.

Channels Probability 1st Try 2nd Try 3rd Try 4th Try 5th Try Sum

5
PSM 49.57% 10.9% 3.81% 1.94% 1.63% 68%

100%
PUM 21.6% 6.37% 2.3% 1.2% 0.5% 32%

10
PSM 58% 9.4% 1.6% 0.5% 0.2% 70%

100%
PUM 22.5% 4.9% 1.69% 0.7% 0.2% 30%

Ch=10). Note this density is computedafter the spectrum sensing provides the list of
available channels andbefore the CRs select the channel to transmit/overhear. In this
case, it is worth mentioning that, at the following simulation studies, the neighborhood
density varies in function of the CRs’ channel selection andis lower than the above
ones.

TTL is introduced to disseminate the message in the whole network. It is the max-

imum number of hops required for a packet to traverse the whole network, i.e.,⌈
2a

R
⌉,

and is set toTTL = 6 in our simulation scenario. Details on the used wireless channel
parameters (rate of exponential distribution i.e.,λX andλY ) can be found in Table. 2,
which were measured by authors in [29]. These rate values canbe easily measured
from the sample of the number of transitions (ON to OFF, OFF toON, ON to ON, and
OFF to OFF) a channel follows, as mentioned in [29].

In summary, at each packet transmission event, the PR unoccupancy per channel
i, (PR

(i)
u ), is calculated by each CR node. Then, each CR node locally computes the

CR occupancy (CR
(i)
o ) and the weight (P (i)

w ) of each channeli. The channel with
the highest weight is then selected for transmission and/oroverhearing. The message
dissemination phase then starts, in which a randomly selected CR node disseminates
the message on the selected channel by setting aTTL at the message. CR neighbor
nodes that are on the same channel will overhear the message,decrease theTTL, redo
the spectrum sensing, select the best available channel, and disseminate the message to
the next-hop neighbors untilTTL=0.

In the following section, we perform comprehensive analysis of SURF. We first
evaluate different parameters related to SURF in section 7.4. Then in section 7.5, we
discuss and evaluate SURF by comparing it with three relatedapproaches.

7.4 SURF Parameters Evaluation

We have definedPSM as the probability of successfully matched state, andPUM as the
probability of unsuccessfully matched state, in Section 5.1. Moreover, we have also
mentioned the number of retries by SURF when the channel in occupied in Section 4.
In this section, our goal is to evaluate and understand them.
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7.4.1 Retries in SURF

In this section, we evaluate different probabilities, suchasPSM , PUM , PMD, andPFA

(cf. section 5.1) and the number of retries by SURF. The number of retries means that
when the channel has high weight but at time t it is occupied, SURF reacts by selecting
the next best weighted channel for packet transmission.

Fig. 4 shows the ratio ofPSM , PUM , PMD, andPFA states and number of retries
in SURF, whenCh = 5 andCh = 10. WherePSM is the probability of success-
fully matched state,PUM is the probability of unsuccessfully matched state,PMD is
probability of miss-detection, andPFA is probability of false-alarm. Note that the
sum of all the retries givesPSM +PUM =1 andPUM =PMD+PFA. WhenCh = 5,
the PSM and PUM values can be seen in Table. 3. The sum ofPSM for all the
retries is68% and the sum ofPUM for all the retries is32%. Hence, the sum of
PSM +PUM =68%+32%=100% for Ch = 5. In the same manner, whenCh = 10,
the PSM andPUM values are also shown in Table. 3. The sum ofPSM for all the
retries is70% and the sum ofPUM for all the retries is30%. Hence, the sum of
PSM +PUM =70%+30%=100% for Ch = 10.

At the 1st-try, whenCh = 5, SURF has the ratio of49.57% of PSM , and21.6%
of PUM . But when the number of channels increase to 10 i.e.,Ch = 10, SURF has
higher ratio ofPSM i.e.,PSM = 58%, and the ratio ofPUM is 22.5%. This is due to
the fact that a lower number of channels also reduce the chances for CR nodes finding
PR-unoccupied channels for their transmission. WhenCh = 10, the ratio ofPSM is
9.4% at the2nd-retry and the number of retries decrease and as we can see in the figure
that at the5th-retry, the ratio is almost0.2%. This clearly shows that SURF is able to
find unoccupied channels at the1st and2nd tries.
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Figure 4: Ratio ofPSM , PUM , PMD, andPFA states and number of retries in SURF.

7.4.2 Impact of Varying Neighborhood Density on SURF

To evaluate the impact of varying neighborhood density on SURF, we vary the average
neighborhood densitydavg from 11.3 to 15.0 (when Ch=5) and from 20.1 to 26.8 (when
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Figure 5: Percentage of Messages received by percentage of CR nodes in SURF under

varying node density.

Ch=10). In order to achieve this neighborhood density, we fixed the transmission range
of CR nodes toR = 250m and reduce the size of the network froma2 = 700x700m2

to a2 = 600x600m2. Since, the size of the network decreases, thereforeTTL becomes
TTL = 5.

Fig. 5 shows the percentage of messages received by percentage of CR nodes in
SURF, under varying neighborhood density. SURF increases the reachability of CR
nodes with the increase of average neighborhood density. For e.g., whenCh = 10 and
the average node density is 26.8,60% of CR nodes received10% of messages, while
when the average node density is 20.1, only2% of messages were received by60% of
nodes. This is due to the fact that when node density is low, CRnodes receives high
number of messages because of less collisions but the message does not propagate
fully in the network. When node density is high, CR nodes receives low number of
messages because of high collisions but a small percentage of messages are still able
to be propagated in the network and thus, SURF is able to increase the reachability of
CR nodes under higher node density.

7.4.3 PR Utilization of the Selected Channel

As mentioned earlier that when the channel has high weight but at timet it is occupied,
SURF reacts in this case (i) by not transmitting the packet onthe best weighted channel
and (ii) by selecting the next best weighted channel for packet transmission/overhear-
ing. Also note that when all the channels are occupied, no message is sent. We now
evaluate SURF by looking at the PR utilization of the selected channel and the number
of retry for sent message. PR utilization means the PR activity on the selected channel.
Note that there were 1000 total messages sent. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we plot for each
sent message, the retry and the PR utilization of the selected channel by SURF.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows the PR utilization of the selected channel by SURF, when
Ch = 5 andCh = 10, respectively. WhenCh = 5 (cf. Fig. 6), we see that the
majority of times SURF selects the channel at the1st try and the PR utilization of the
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selected channel is also low. But there are some rare cases when SURF selects more PR
occupied channels and we can also see that there are very few cases when SURF goes
to 3rd and4th retry. This is due to the fact that a lower number of channels also reduce
the chances for CR nodes finding PR-unoccupied channels for their transmission. But
when the number of channels increase to 10, i.e.,Ch = 10, SURF selects the least PR
utilized channel and all the messages sent almost at the1st and2nd retries.
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Figure 6: Sent Messages, Retries, and the PR utilization of the selected channel in

SURF, when Ch=5.

7.5 SURF Comparison

In this section, we evaluate the performance of SURF by comparing it with three related
approaches i.e., Random (RD), Highest Degree (HD), and Selective Broadcasting (SB).

7.5.1 Protection to Primary Radio Nodes

In this section, we characterize the probable interferencecaused by CR transmissions
to PR nodes for SURF, RD, HD, and SB. Fig. 8 compares the harmful interference
ratio for the four strategies i.e. RD, HD, SB and SURF, for Ch=5 and Ch=10. It can
be clearly seen in the figure that SURF, as expected, causes less harmful interference
to PR nodes, compared to RD, HD, and SB. This is primarily because, when using
SURF, CR nodes select those channels that have very high probability of being in OFF
state, reducing thus PR interference. Note that in SURF, if all channels are occupied,
the CR transmission will not take place. Thus, the lower HIR value for SURF in Fig. 8
is shown only to represent the cases where all channels were occupied by PRs and a
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probable interference would be caused if a transmission took place. In addition, when
the number of channels is low, i.e. Ch=5, the value of HIR is higher than Ch=10. This
is due to the fact that a lower number of channels also reduce the chances for CR nodes
finding PR-unoccupied channels for their transmission. As aresult, SURF protects PR
nodes, by reducing the amount of collisions with primary radios.
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Figure 9: CR Nodes’ ID and average delivery ratio.

7.5.2 Reliable Data Dissemination

In this section, our goal is to evaluate the reliability of data dissemination. We have
chosen two parameters to evaluate reliable data dissemination: (1) average delivery ra-
tio, and (2) ratio of accumulative receivers.

Average Delivery Ratio: Fig. 9 compares the average delivery ratio of RD, HD, SB
and SURF, for Ch=5 and Ch=10. SURF increases considerably the delivery ratio com-
pared to the other solutions. In particular, for Ch=5, SURF guarantees the delivery
ratio of approximately20%− 30% compared to almost0% in the case of RD, HD, and
SB. And when Ch=10, the average delivery ratio of SURF is almost40%−50%, while
in RD, it is almost0%, 2% in HD and1% for SB. In fact, RD, HD, and SB, do not
guarantee that the selected channel is unoccupied for transmission thus causing a se-
vere decrease in the delivery ratio. While in SURF, the average delivery ratio is higher
because CR nodes select the channel that has higherP ∗

OFF (t) and higher CR neigh-
bors. It is worth mentioning that the diversity in terms of available channels and of PR
activities as well as the consequent lower neighborhood density after CRs local channel
selection result in the creation of different topologies (i.e., dynamic neighborhood) at
each transmission/overhearing of CR nodes. These issues make hard the achievement
of a higher delivery ratio than SURF. Most importantly, it isworth noting that with the
increase of the number of channels, SURF performance is alsoenhanced. This result
is counterintuitive since adding more channels makes the synchronization between the
sender and the receiver (i.e selecting the same channel) harder to achieve. However, by
using the appropriate metric and mainly employing the same strategy at the sender and
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Figure 10: Hop count and Ratio of accumulative receivers.

the receiver, SURF achieves better results when more channels are available. This is
also due to the fact that with more channels, PR activity overthe channels decreases.
Ratio of Accumulative Receivers: Fig. 10 compares the ratio of accumulative re-
ceivers at each hop of communication (i.e., untilTTL = 0 ) for RD, HD, SB, and
SURF. SURF outperforms the three other techniques in all hops. At the1st-Hop, due
to the first transmission of the message, no collision is present. In this case, SURF
provides a ratio of 95% receivers for Ch=10 (80% for Ch=5), against 5% for RD, 12%
for HD, and 2% for SB. With the message propagation and its natural replication in the
network, the probability of collisions increases and consequently, the receivers’ ratio at
each new hop decreases, for all the strategies. Still, SURF provides a better dissemina-
tion ratio than other strategies. This is obtained thanks tothe SURF channel selection,
which selects channels providing high probability for gooddelivery as well as for good
reception.

In summary, results in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 confirm that SURF can provide good
network reachability, suitable for increasing dissemination reliability in multi-hop cog-
nitive radio ad-hoc networks.

7.5.3 Tuning of Sender and Receiver

In this section, we evaluate and characterize the tuning of sender/receiver nodes. We
have defined two metrics: (1) ratio of average effective neighbors, and (2) ratio of
average accumulative effective neighbors (cf. section 7.2).

Fig. 11 compares the ratio of average effective neighbors over the total average
number of CR neighbors of RD, HD, SB and SURF, for Ch=5 and Ch=10. SURF has
higher ratio of effective neighbors compared to RD and SB, while almost equal ratio
of effective neighbors to HD. This is primarily because SURFand HD prefer to select
those channels that have higher number of neighbors. Since,SURF also consider PR
unoccupancy (cf. Fig. 8), therefore, majority of transmission are successful, which is
not the case in HD (cf. Fig. 10). Moreover, this also results in the decrease of the
delivery ratio and the ratio of accumulative receivers (cf.Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). This
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justify that SURF is able to tune both sender and receiver to the right channel with high
probability for effective and reliable data disseminationin multi-hop context.

Fig. 12 compares the ratio of average accumulative effective neighbors over the
average accumulative total CR neighbors of RD, HD, SB and SURF, for Ch=5 and
Ch=10. It is worth mentioning that CRs local channel selection result in the creation
of different topologies (i.e., dynamic neighborhood) at each transmission/overhearing
of CR nodes. As can be clearly seen in the figure that at the6th − Hop, RD is only
able to create a connected topology of20% (Ch = 5) and9% (Ch = 10) nodes in the
network. SB is able to create a topology of27% (Ch = 5) and32% (Ch = 10) nodes
in the network. HD is able to create a connected topology of63% (Ch = 5) and54%
(Ch = 10), while SURF is able to create a connected topology of60% (Ch = 5) and
56% (Ch = 10) nodes in the network.
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Figure 11: Ratio of Average Number of Effective Neighbors for RD, HD, SB and

SURF.

7.5.4 Packet Ratio

We now analyze the performance of RD, HD, SB, and SURF by evaluating the packet
ratio of different types, e.g., received, missed, and interrupted packet ratio. We measure
the packet ratio in single-hop context and multiple-sources are considered throughout
the network. Table 4 shows packet ratio description used in the simulation. The re-
ceived packet ratio is used to quantify the data dissemination success, missed packet
ratio is used to quantify the packet losses due to nodes overhearing on different chan-
nel, while interrupted packet ratio is used to quantify the harmful interference to PR
nodes.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 compares the packet ratio of RD, HD, SB and SURF, when
Ch=5 and Ch=10, respectively. The packet received ratio of SURF is higher compared
to RD, HD, and SB. This is primarily because SURF emphasis on selecting those chan-
nels that has higher number of neighbors. Conversely, due tothe same reason, an op-
posite behavior can be seen in the packet missed ratio i.e. the packet missed ratio of
SURF is lower than RD and HD. Note that when the number of channels increase from
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Figure 12: Ratio of Average Number of Accumulative Effective Neighbors for RD,

HD, SB and SURF.

Ch=5 to Ch=10, the missed packet ratio of SB increases. This is due to the fact that
when the number of channels increases in SB, the CR neighborsare spread over more
channels and when the node broadcast on the channel, there are more chances that the
CR neighbors drop the packet being overhearing on differentchannel. Both the packet
received ratio and packet missed ratio reveals that SURF disseminates well the packets
to the neighboring nodes, compared to RD, HD, and SB approaches.

The interrupted packet ratio in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 shows thatSURF drops less
number of packets compared to RD, HD, and SB. This is due to thefact that SURF
considers PR activity, while selecting the channel for transmission. More particularly,
in SURF, the interrupted packet ratio decreases, when the number of channels increase
from Ch = 5 to Ch = 10. This is primarily because when the number of channels
increase, SURF has higher chances to find the PR unoccupied channels.

Table 4: Packet Ratio Description.

Received Packets Ratio of the total number of nodes that received the packets

and total number of neighbor nodes

Missed Packets Ratio of the total number of nodes that do not received the packets (due to the selection

of a different channel) and the total total number of neighbor nodes

Interrupted Packets Ratio of the total number of nodes that do not received the packets (due to PR activity)

and the total number of neighbor nodes
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8 Related Work

Recently, a lot of channel selection strategies have been proposed for cognitive radio
networks [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. These channel selection strategies are
designed to achieve different performance goals, for instance, optimization of through-
put, delay, etc. Besides achieving these goals, each channel selection strategy has a
nature, according to its reaction with the appearance of PR nodes on the CR commu-
nicating channel. Therefore, channel selection strategies can be classified into three
categories by nature: (1) proactive (predictive), (2) threshold based, and (3) reactive.
From the communication perspective, channel selection strategies can be classified into
centralized and distributed. The classification of channelselection strategies in cogni-
tive radio networks is shown in Fig. 15. Table 5 compares different channel selection
strategies for cognitive radio networks and their features. In the following, we discuss
each classification in detail.

8.1 Goals of Channel Selection Strategies

From the performance perspective, authors in [5] proposed achannel selection strategy
to satisfy the traffic demands of Access Points. Several channel selection strategies
have proposed in the literature for throughput maximization [16,43,14,8,44]. In [14],
the authors determined the transmission schedule of the CR nodes in order to improve
the network throughput. In [16], the authors improved the throughput of the CR users
in the TV broadcast network. In fact, the authors proposed a predictive channel selec-
tion scheme to maximize spectrum utilization and minimize disruptions to PR nodes.
They considered a single-hop network in which CR nodes coordinates with the TV
receiver to collect information regarding PR activity. Twoopportunistic channel se-
lection schemes, CSS-MCRA and CSS-MHRA, are proposed in [43]. In CSS-MCRA,
the goal was to maximize the throughput while minimize the collision rate. In CSS-
MHRA, the goal was to maximize the throughput while minimizethe handoff rate.
CSS-MCRA and CSS-MHRA both considered single user and are predictive in nature.

Load balancing is another important goal of channel selection strategies [11, 45].
In [11], the authors proposed a channel and power allocationscheme for CR networks.
The objective was to maximize the sum data rate of all CRs. They considered the
availability of a centralized authority, which monitors the PR activity and assign chan-
nels to CR nodes. Sensing-based and probability-based spectrum decision schemes are
proposed in [45] to distribute the load of CR nodes to multiple channels. The authors
derived the optimal number of candidate channels for sensing-based scheme and the
optimal channel selection probability for probability-based spectrum decision scheme.
The objective of both schemes was to minimize the overall system time of the CR users.

The authors in [35] proposed a predictive channel selectionscheme to minimize the
channel switching delay of a single CR node. Other channel selection strategies focus
on optimizing the expected waiting time [46, 47], remainingidle time [48, 49], reduce
system overhead and improve CR QoS [50]. A predictive channel selection strategy,
Voluntary Spectrum Handoff (VSH) [48], is proposed to reduce the communication dis-
ruption duration due to handoffs and to select the channel that has maximum remaining
idle time. However, VSH requires the presence of Spectrum Server (SS), a centralized
entity, to monitor the activities of PR and CR nodes. In [12],the authors proposed
a channel selection scheme to maximize the total channel utilization. In their paper,
the authors consider source-destination pairs in single-hop context. Channel selection
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strategies can also be used in conjunction with routing protocols for reliable path selec-
tion [4] and good route selection for delay sensitive applications [51]. Both the channel
selection schemes [4,51] are designed to work with routing protocols, while in SURF,
we consider channel selection scheme for broadcasting.

8.2 Nature of Channel Selection Strategies

In proactive channel selection strategies [7, 52, 34, 53, 54, 16, 35], the activity of PR
nodes is predicted and the CR nodes move to the channel according to the prediction.
In [7, 53], the authors classified the PR traffic and applied different prediction rules.
These prediction rules were then used in the predictive channel selection scheme to
find the channels with the longest idle times for CR use. In [54], the authors explored
two approaches of predictive dynamic spectrum access (PDSA). Their basic goal was
to predict when the channels will be idle, based on observations of the primary radio
nodes channel usage. They determined the expected channel idle times for CR usage.
Two proactive channel selection strategies, PRO-I and PRO-II are proposed in [34].
The goal of these schemes were to minimize disruptions to PRsand throughput maxi-
mization of CR nodes. The authors uses a single pair of CR nodes and they ignored the
impact of other CR nodes contending for the channel. Note that in SURF, CR nodes
select the channel which has highest probability of being inidle state.

The authors in [52] proposed a channel selection scheme thatoptimizes the delay
in finding the channels using the history. Their scheme is based on two steps: the
database step and the signal detection step. In the databasestep, the database collects
information about the channels. The CR node, when required achannel for transmis-
sion, sends a query to the database. The database then provides the most probable
unoccupied channels, which are the best candidates for searching the channels. These
channels are then submitted to the CR node. The CR node then performs the power
level detection, and when required, the full signal detection. CR node then selects the
channels based on the priority.

Threshold based schemes are those channel selection schemes in which the PR
nodes active all the time and noidle channel is available to CR nodes. In these schemes,
CR nodes are allowed to share the channel as long as the interference caused by the
CR nodes to the PR nodes is below a certain threshold. For instance, [14] is a threshold
based channel selection scheme. In this scheme, the authorsconsidered the TV broad-
cast network as a primary network. Each TV receiver is equipped with a sensor, which
is responsible for monitoring the activity of TV receiver. This sensor then communi-
cates the PR activity information to the CR nodes. CR nodes use this historical PR
activity information to select the channel.

In reactive channel selection strategies [55, 56, 57, 58, 59], channel switching oc-
curs after the PR node appears. In fact, in reactive channel selection schemes, CR
nodes monitor local spectrum through individual or collaborative sensing [57, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62]. After detecting a change in the spectrum, e.g., channel is occupied by
PR node, CR node stop the transmission, return back the channel to the PR node and
search for other channel to resume the transmission. In [63], the authors compared two
types of spectrum handoff schemes: proactive and reactive spectrum handoff schemes.
In reactive-sensing handoff scheme, the target channel is selected after the spectrum
handoff request is made. While in proactive spectrum handoff scheme, the target chan-
nel is predetermined. The authors mentioned that the advantage of reactive spectrum
handoff scheme resides in the accuracy of the selected target channel, but incurs the
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cost of sensing time. On the contrary, the proactive spectrum handoff scheme avoid
the sensing time, but the pre-determined channel may not be available. In [64], the
co-authors of [63] provided the modeling and analysis of reactive spectrum handoff
scheme in more detail.

In [55], the authors proposed a sensing-based opportunistic channel access scheme.
They considered a Primary TV broadcast network. They also considered a single PR
node and a single CR node and a base station is required for keeping the primary chan-
nel’s statistics. A reactive multi-channel mac protocol, RMC-MAC, for opportunistic
spectrum access is proposed in [56]. Their objective was to increase the bandwidth
utilization and to reduce the forced termination probability. However, they considered
a single-hop CR network. Dynamic frequency hopping communities (DFHC) [65] is
also a reactive approach, which is designed for IEEE 802.22 networks. DFHC is a
single hop approach and requires the presence of base station.

Channel  Select ion Strategies

Goals  (Opt imizat ion)

1 .  Delay
2. Traffic load
3 .  Throughput

4.  Channel  Switching
5.  Reachabi l i ty  (Data  Disseminat ion)

6 .  Shor test  path  (Rout ing)
7.  Channel  Ut i l izat ion

N a t u r e

Proact ive React iveThreshold Based

Communicat ion Perspect ive

Centra l ized Dist r ibuted

Figure 15: Classification of channel selection strategies for Cognitive Radio Networks.
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Table 5: Channel selection strategies and their features.

Strategy Goal Nature Hop/User

VSH [48] Remaining idle time Predictive Centralized

[16] Maximize channel utilization, throughput

maximization and minimize disruptions to PRs

Predictive Single-hop

SWIFT [10] Combine multiple non-contiguous unoccupied

bands to create a high-throughput wideband link

work on unlicensed band N/A

CBH, LH [13] Maximize channel utilization & decrease message

overhead

Reactive Multi-hop

WAIT [15] Maximize throughput Reactive Single-hop

CSS-MCRA [43] Minimize collision rate and Throughput

maximization

Predictive Single user

CSS-MHRA [43] Minimize handoff rate and Throughput

maximization

Predictive Single user

[14] Throughput maximization Threshold based Centralized

PS-OSA [44] Throughput maximization N/A CR pairs

[11] Load balancing Reactive Centralized

[45] Load balancing Predictive/Reactive Single-hop

[35] Reduce channel switching delay Predictive Single user

SCA-MAC [46] Expected waiting time Predictive N/A

POSH [47] Expected waiting time Predictive N/A

FLEX [5] Traffic demands of Access Points N/A Single-hop

IEEE 802.22 [6] International wireless standard based on CR

technology to use TV spectrum without causing

harmful interference to TV devices

N/A Centralized

[49] Remaining idle time Proactive CR pairs

[50] Reduce system overhead and improve CR QoS N/A N/A

[12] Maximize total channel utilization Reactive CR pairs

MPP [4] Reliable path selection N/A Multi-hop

[51] Route selection for delay sensitive applications Reactive Distributed

[66] Route selection for delay sensitive applications Reactive Distributed

[7] Find longest idle time channel Predictive N/A

[52] Optimize delay in finding the channel Proactive N/A

PRO-I, PRO-II [34] Minimize disruptions to PRs, throughput

maximization

Proactive Single pair

[53] Reduce delay & channel switching, maximize

throughput

Predictive N/A

PDSA [54] To determine expected channel idle time Predictive N/A

[55] Outage requirement of PR user CR Reactive Centralized

RMC-MAC [56] Reduce forced termination probability and

increase bandwidth utilization

Reactive Single-hop

DFHC [65] Better QoS and maximize throughput Reactive Centralized

SB [17] Data Reachability N/A Distributed

SURF Data Reachability, minimize disruptions to PRs Predictive Distributed
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8.3 Channel Selection Strategies from the Communication Perspec-

tive

From the communication perspective, channel selection strategies can be classified into
centralized and distributed. In [67], a comparison betweencentralized and distributed
approaches for spectrum management is done. In centralizedchannel selection strate-
gies, a centralized entity is present, which helps CR nodes in their channel selection
decision, e.g., [68, 69, 70]. The authors in [71] investigated different steps for the de-
velopment of centralized algorithms for different radio networks. In [5], the authors
proposed an efficient spectrum allocation architecture that adapts to dynamic traffic
demands but they considered a single-hop scenario of AccessPoints (APs) in Wi-Fi
networks. An approach that use non-continuous unoccupied band to create a high
throughput link is discussed in [10]. In [14], the authors proposed a centralized algo-
rithm of channel sharing between CR nodes. Their algorithm is designed for source-
destination pairs and is specially designed for single-hopcommunication. In their pa-
per, the authors assumed that all the PRs are active all the time and noidle channel is
available to CR nodes for their communication. A channel allocation scheme for IEEE
802.22 standard is proposed in [72]. However, this scheme iscentralized in nature. The
authors in [73] proposed an opportunistic channel selection scheme for IEEE 802.11-
based wireless mesh networks. However, an Access Point (AP)is required to connect
the nodes to the Internet via mesh router.

In multi-hop cognitive radio networks, there is no centralized entity that helps
CR nodes in their channel selection decision. Therefore, distributed channel selec-
tion strategies are required. Moreover, CR nodes have to rely on their locally inferred
information and no cooperation or feedback is expected fromthe primary radio nodes.
Due to PR activity, the holding time and the granularity of wireless spectrum bands
also affects on multi-hop CR communications [22]. Thus, an adaptive channel selec-
tion strategy is required at both the sender and receiver node, so that the receiver node
tuned to the right channel to receive sent information. All these factors makes chan-
nel selection in these networks extremely challenging, having very few works been
done so far [17, 66, 51]. In [66, 51], the authors proposed a dynamic resource man-
agement scheme for multi-hop cognitive radio networks. In fact, their approach is a
route/channel selection for delay sensitive applications, such a multimedia streaming,
while SURF is a channel selection scheme for data dissemination and not for routing.

In selective broadcasting (SB) [17], each cognitive node selects a minimum set
of channels (ECS) covering all of its geographic neighbors to disseminate messages
in multi-hop cognitive radio networks. There are however, several challenges in the
practicality of SB. Indeed, from the communication perspective, simultaneous trans-
mission over a ECS requires more than one transceiver, whichmeans having bigger
and more complex devices, as it is done for military applications [18]. On the contrary,
using a single transceiver to transmit over minimum set of channels requires determin-
ing the correct channel to overhearing a transmission, increases delay, and brings fre-
quent channel switching. Secondly, from the perspective ofoverhearing, either neigh-
bor nodes need to simultaneously overhear over multiple channels or synchronization
is required among neighbors, which incurs scheduling overhead. Compared to these
aforementioned channel selection approaches, SURF is predictive in nature. The goal
of SURF is to achieve higher data reachability and minimize disruptions to PRs in the
multi-hop network.
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9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced SURF, an intelligent and distributed channel selection
strategy for reliable data dissemination in multi-hop cognitive radio ad-hoc networks.
The main design objective of SURF is the protection of primary radio nodes against
harmful interference by CR transmissions and the increase of dissemination reliability
in cognitive radio ad-hoc network. These two goals were achieved by classifying the
channels on the basis of primary radio unoccupancy and the number of cognitive radio
neighbors using each channel. Simulation results in NS-2 confirmed that SURF, when
compared to random-based, higher degree, and selective broadcasting strategies, is ef-
fective in selecting the best channels. Furthermore, we show that unlike other solutions,
SURF performance is enhanced with the increase of the numberof existing channels.
This is due to its intelligent selection mechanism. We intend in future to consider the
traffic and data rates of CR nodes in the channel’s weight calculation formula, as well
as time needed to disseminate messages in the network.
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